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Abstract
Herbrand’s theorem is one of the most fundamental insights in logic.
From the syntactic point of view it suggests a compact representation of
proofs in classical first- and higher-order logic by recording the information
which instances have been chosen for which quantifiers, known in the
literature as expansion trees.
Such a representation is inherently analytic and hence corresponds to a
cut-free sequent calculus proof. Recently several extensions of such proof
representations to proofs with cut have been proposed. These extensions
are based on graphical formalisms similar to proof nets and are limited to
prenex formulas.
In this paper we present a new approach that directly extends expan-
sion trees by cuts and covers also non-prenex formulas. We describe a
cut-elimination procedure for our expansion trees with cut that is based
on the natural reduction steps. We prove that it is weakly normalizing
using methods from the ε-calculus.
1 Introduction
Herbrand’s theorem [16, 8], one of the most fundamental insights of logic, char-
acterizes the validity of a formula in classical first-order logic by the existence
of a propositional tautology composed of instances of that formula.
From the syntactic point of view this theorem induces a way of describing
proofs: by recording which instances have been picked for which quantifiers we
obtain a description of a proof up to its propositional part, a part we often want
to abstract from. An example for a formalism that carries out this abstraction
are Herbrand proofs [8]. This generalizes nicely to most classical systems with
quantifiers, for example to simple type theory as in the expansion tree proofs
of [23]. Such formalisms are compact and useful proof certificates in many
situations; they are for example produced naturally by methods of automated
deduction such as instantiation-based reasoning [21].
These formalisms consider only instances of the formula that has been proved
and hence are analytic proof formalisms (corresponding to cut-free proofs in the
sequent calculus). Considering an expansion tree to be a compact representation
of a proof, it is thus natural to ask about the possibility of extending this kind
of representation to non-analytic proofs (corresponding to proofs with cut in
the sequent calculus).
In addition to enlarging the scope of instance-based proof representations,
the addition of cuts to expansion trees also sheds more light on the computa-
tional content of classical logic. This is a central topic of proof theory and has
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therefore attracted considerable attention, see [25, 13, 12], [6], [27, 28], [7], [20],
or [5], for different investigations in this direction and [1] for a survey covering
classical arithmetic.
Two instance-based proof formalisms incorporating a notion of cut have re-
cently been proposed: proof forests [15] and Herbrand nets [22]. While proof
forests are motivated by the game semantics for classical arithmetic of [11], Her-
brand nets are based on methods for proof nets [14]. These two formalisms share
a number of properties: both of them work in a graphical notation for proofs,
both work on prenex formulas only, for both weak but no strong normalization
results are known.
In this paper we present a new approach which works directly in the formal-
ism of expansion tree proofs and hence naturally extends the existing literature
in this tradition. As [15, 22] we define a cut-elimination procedure and prove it
weakly normalizing but in contrast to [15, 22] we also treat non-prenex formu-
las, therefore avoiding the distortion of the intuitive meaning of a formula by
prenexification.
We describe expansion trees with cuts for non-prenex end-sequents and cuts,
including their correctness criterion and how to translate from and to sequent
calculus. We describe natural cut-reduction steps and show that they are weakly
normalizing. A technical key for proving weak normalization is to use methods
of Hilbert’s ε-calculus which is a formalism for representing non-analytic first-
order proofs modulo propositional logic. The reader is invited to compare our
treatment, in particular the termination measure, with the proof of the first
ε-theorem in [19], see [24] for an exposition in English.
2 Expansion Trees
In this whole paper we work with classical first-order logic. Formulas and terms
are defined as usual. In order to simplify the exposition, we restrict our attention
to formulas in negation normal form (NNF). Mutatis mutandis all notions and
results of this paper generalize to arbitrary formulas. We write A for the de
Morgan dual of a formula A. A literal is an atom P pt1, . . . , tnq or a negated
atom P pt1, . . . , tnq.
Definition 1. Expansion trees and a function Shp¨q (for shallow) that maps an
expansion tree to a formula are defined inductively as follows:
1. A literal L is an expansion tree with ShpLq “ L.
2. If E1 and E2 are expansion trees and ˝ P t^,_u, then E1 ˝ E2 is an
expansion tree with ShpE1 ˝ E2q “ ShpE1q ˝ ShpE2q.
3. If tt1, . . . , tnu is a set of terms and E1, . . . , En are expansion trees with
ShpEiq “ Arxztis for i “ 1, . . . , n, then E “ DxA `
t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn En is an
expansion tree with ShpEq “ DxA.
4. If E0 is an expansion tree with ShpE0q “ Arxzys, then E “ @xA`
y E0 is
an expansion tree with ShpEq “ @xA.
The `ti are called D-expansions and the `α @-expansions, and both @- and
D-expansions are called expansions. The variable y of a @-expansion `y is called
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eigenvariable of this expansion. We say that `ti dominates all the expansions
in Ei. Similarly, `
α dominates all the expansions in E0.
Definition 2. We define the function Dpp¨q (for deep) that maps an expansion
tree to a formula as follows:
DppLq “ L for a literal L,
DppE1 ˝ E2q “ DppE1q ˝DppE2q for ˝ P t^,_u,
DppDxA`t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn Enq “
nł
i“1
DppEiq, and
Dpp@xA`y E0q “ DppE0q.
We also say that E is an expansion tree of ShpEq.
Definition 3. A cut is a set C “ tE1, E2u of two expansion trees s.t. ShpE1q “
ShpE2q.
A formula is called positive if its top connective is _ or D or a positive
literal. An expansion tree E is called positive if ShpEq is positive. It will
sometimes be useful to consider a cut as an ordered pair: to that aim we will
write a cut as C “ pE1, E2q with parentheses instead of curly braces with the
convention that E1 is the positive expansion tree. For a cut C “ pE1, E2q,
we define ShpCq “ ShpE1q which is also called cut-formula of C. We define
DppCq “ DppE1q ^DppE2q
Definition 4. Let C be a set of cuts with pairwise different cut-formulas and
let E be a set of expansion trees of pairwise different formulas. Then P “
C, E is called expansion pre-proof if each two @-expansions in P have different
eigenvariables (regularity), and if ShpPq does not contain free variables.
For an expansion pre-proof P “ C, E we define ShpPq “ ShpEq, which
corresponds to the end-sequent of a sequent calculus proof, and DppPq “
DppEq,DppCq (which is a sequent of quantifier-free formulas). For an eigen-
variable α in P , define qpαq to be the @-expansion whose eigenvariable it is.
Example 1. Consider the straightforward proof of P paq Ñ Dz Qpzq from Dy@x pP pxq Ñ
Qpfpyqqq via a cut on @xDy pP pxq Ñ Qpfpyqqq. In negation normal formal these
formulas are P paq_Dz Qpzq, Dy@x pP pxq_Qpfpyqqq, and @xDy pP pxq_Qpfpyqqq.
The proof will be represented by the expansion pre-proof P “ tE`, E´u, E1, E2
where
E` “ Dx@y pP pxq ^Qpfpyqqq `a p @y pP paq ^Qpfpyqqq `γ P paq ^Qpfpγqq q
E´ “ @xDy pP pxq _Qpfpyqqq `β p Dy pP pβq _Qpfpyqqq `α pP pβq _Qpfpαqqq q
E1 “ @yDx pP pxq ^Qpfpyqqq `
α p Dx pP pxq ^Qpfpαqqq `β P pβq ^Qpfpαqq q
E2 “ P paq _ pDz Qpzq `
fpγq Qpfpγqqq
We have ShpPq “ ShpE1, E2q “ @yDx pP pxq ^Qpfpyqqq, P paq _ Dz Qpzq and
DppPq “ DppE`q ^DppE´q,DppE1q,DppE2q
“ pP paq ^Qpfpγqqq ^ pP pβq _Qpfpαqqq, P pβq ^Qpfpαqq, P paq _Qpfpγqq
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As in [15, 22] it would also be possible in our setting to use a graphical
notation. However, we refrain from doing so in order to avoid the parallel use of
two different notations: a graphical for examples and a more abstract notation
for carrying out proofs.
Let us now move on to isolating the proofs in the set of pre-proofs. The cor-
rectness criterion of expansion tree proofs [23], but also those of proof forests [15]
and Herbrand nets [22], has two (main) components: 1. a tautology-condition
on one or more quantifier-free formulas and 2. an acyclicity condition on one or
more orderings. While the tautology condition of [23] generalizes to the setting
of cuts in a straightforward way, the acyclicity condition needs a bit more work:
in the setting of cut-free expansion trees it is enough to require the acyclicity
of an order on the D-expansions. In our setting that includes cuts we also have
to speak about the order of cuts (w.r.t. each other and w.r.t. D-expansions). To
simplify our treatment of this order we also include @-expansions. Together this
leads to the following inference ordering constraints in expansion proofs.
Definition 5. Let P “ C, E be an expansion pre-proof. We will define the
dependency relation ăP , which is a binary relation on the set of expansions and
cuts in P . First, we define the binary relation ă0P (writing ă
0 if P is clear from
the context) as the least relation satisfying (C being a cut in P):
1. v ă0 w if w is an D-expansion in P whose term contains the eigenvariable
of the @-expansion v
2. v ă0 w if v is an expansion in P that dominates the expansion w
3. C ă0 v if v is an expansion in C
4. v ă0 C if ShpCq contains the eigenvariable of the @-expansion v
ăP is then defined to be the transitive closure of ă
0. Again, we write ă for ăP
if P is clear from the context.
Definition 6. An expansion proof is an expansion pre-proof P that satisfies the
following conditions:
1. ăP is acyclic (i.e. x ăP x holds for no x),
2. DppPq is a tautology.
As there is no cycle containing cuts only, ăP is cyclic iff w ăP w for an
expansion w, and we will make use of this property without further mention.
Example 2. Coming back to the expansion pre-proof P of Example 1, note that
DppPq “ pP paq^Qpfpγqqq^pP pβq_Qpfpαqqq, P pβq^Qpfpαqq, P paq_Qpfpγqq
is a tautology (of the form A^B,B,A). Let us now consider the theory induced
by P : in P each term belongs to at most one D- and at most one @-expansion
In such a situation we can uniformly notate all expansions as Qt for some term
t and Q P tD,@u. The expansions of P are then written as Da, @γ, @β, Dα, @α,
Dβ, and Dfpγq. Furthermore, P contains a single cut C. Then ă0 is exactly:
1. @γ ă0 Dfpγq, @β ă0 Dβ, @α ă0 Dα,
2. Da ă0 @γ, @β ă0 Dα, @α ă0 Dβ,
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3. C ă0 Da, C ă0 @γ, C ă0 @β, C ă0 Dα,
4. there is no v ă0 C as the cut formula of C is variable-free.
As the reader is invited to verify, ă is acyclic.
3 Basic Operations on Expansion Proofs
Our cut-elimination algorithm, described in Section 5, will be based on natural
rewrite rules of expansion proofs. In order to fully specify those, we first need
to clarify some basic operations on expansion proofs.
3.1 Expansion Trees with Merges
One on these basic operations is the merge of expansion pre-proofs. If we have
two expansion pre-proofs E1 and E2 with ShpE1q “ ShpE2q we want to define
a new expansion pre-proof E1 Y E2 which merges E1 and E2. For example
pDxP pxq `a P paqq Y pDxP pxq `b P pbqq “ DxP pxq `a P paq `b P pbq.
In general however, this operation can be considerably more complicated.
Example 3. Consider the following merge operation in an expansion pre-proof:
p@xA`u E1q Y p@xA`
v E2q, DxB `
fpuq F1 `
fpvq F2.
When propagating the merge node into the subtrees of the two trees being
merged, the two eigenvariables u and v will need to be unified, say by globally
applying the substitution rvzus. As eigenvariables are global, the result of this
unification is that the two D-expansions `fpuq and `fpvq in the expansion tree
of DxB will also be identified, violating the set-nature of the expansions of an
existential formula. Globally applying the substitution rvzus therefore requires
merging the two trees F1rvzus and F2rvzus.
We hence see that carrying out a merge operation does not only induce other
merge operations on subtrees but also substitutions and vice versa: carrying out
a substitution may induce additional merge operations. In order to give a clear
formal definition of these operations we will consider expansion pre-proofs with
merges: a data structure of expansion pre-proofs which, in addition, contains
an object-level merge-operation \.
Definition 7. An expansion tree with merges is defined by the same inductive
definition as expansion trees in Definition 1 to which we add the following clause:
5. If E1 and E2 are expansion trees with merges s.t. ShpE1q “ ShpE2q, then
E1 \ E2 is an expansion tree with merges and ShpE1 \ E2q “ ShpE1q “
ShpE2q.
We also extend Dpp¨q to expansion trees with merges by setting DppE1\E2q “
DppE1q _DppE2q. Expansion (pre-)proofs with merges are defined analogously
to expansion (pre-)proofs (without merge).
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3.2 Substitution
We now develop the definition of substitution via expansion trees with merges
indicated in the beginning of this section. In the following, for a formula or
term F we denote by VpF q the set of variables free in F . To make sure that
the application of a substitution transforms expansion trees (with merges) into
expansion trees (with merges) we have to restrict the set of permitted substitu-
tions: a substitution σ can only be applied to an expansion tree (with merges)
E if it is a renaming on the eigenvariables of E, more precisely: if α P EVpEq
implies that ασ is a variable. Otherwise it would destroy the @-expansions. Fur-
thermore, to ensure no cycles are introduced in the dependency relation, we
have to impose an additional restriction on the eigenvariables introduced by σ:
β P Vpασq implies that for all D-expansions w in P with an expansion term t
such that α P Vptq, we have w ­ă qpβq. A substitution fulfilling these conditions
will be called admissible for P .
Later we will give an operational meaning to the merge by means of a reduc-
tion system. This will allow us to define a notion of substitution for expansion
tree proofs without merge.
Definition 8. Let E be an expansion tree with merges and let σ be a substitu-
tion.
1. For a literal L, Lσ is defined as for formulas.
2. pE1 ˝ E2qσ “ E1σ ˝ E2σ for ˝ P t^,_u.
3. Let E “ DxA `t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn En, let ts1, . . . , sku be tt1σ, . . . , tnσu and
define
Eσ “ DxAσ `s1
ğ
i P t1, . . . , nu
tiσ “ s1
Eiσ ¨ ¨ ¨ `
sk
ğ
i P t1, . . . , nu
tiσ “ sk
Eiσ.
4. p@xA`α Eqσ “ @xAσ `ασ Eσ.
5. pE1 \ E2qσ “ E1σ \ E2σ.
For an expansion pre-proof P “ C1, . . . , Ck, E1, . . . , En and a substitution σ s.t.
α P EVpPq implies that ασ is a variable we define Pσ “ C1σ, . . . , Ckσ,E1σ, . . . , Enσ.
To every expansion w in Pσ we can naturally associate a non-empty set of
predecessors w.r.t. substitution predspwq in P (note that predspwq is always a
singleton, except in case 3 of the above definition). As usual in the term rewrit-
ing literature, Prs denotes an expansion pre-proof context, i.e. an expansion
pre-proof with a hole and PrEs denotes the expansion pre-proof obtained from
filling this hole with the expansion tree E.
Lemma 1. Let P “ P 1rEs be an expansion proof with merges and σ a substi-
tution admissible for P. Then Q “ P 1rEσs is an expansion proof with merges,
and ShpPq “ ShpQq.
Proof. The existence of a cycle in Q implies that of one in P , see Appendix for
details.
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3.3 Merge
As we have seen in Example 3, carrying out a merge operation may require
to identify two eigenvariables globally, i.e. on the level of the expansion pre-
proof. The object-level merge operations are hence executed by the following
reduction system which, in addition to local term rewriting, includes global
variable renaming.
Definition 9. We define a reduction system
\
ÞÑ on expansion pre-proofs with
merges.
1. PrL\ Ls
\
ÞÑ PrLs for a literal L.
2. PrpE11 ˝ E
2
1 q \ pE
1
2 ˝ E
2
2 qs
\
ÞÑ PrpE11 \ E
1
2q ˝ pE
2
1 \ E
2
2 qs for ˝ P t^,_u.
3. Prp@xA`α1 E1q \ p@xA`
α2 E2qs
\
ÞÑ Pr@xA`α1 pE1 \ E2qsrα2zα1s.
4. If E1 “ DxA `
r1 E1,1 . . . `
rk E1,k `
s1 F1 . . . `
sl Fl and E2 “ DxA `
r1
E2,1 . . .`
rk E2,k `
t1 G1 . . .`
tm Gm where ts1, . . . , slu X tt1, . . . , tmu “ H,
then
PrE1\E2s
\
ÞÑ PrDxA`r1pE1,1\E2,1q . . .`
rkpE1,k\E2,kq`
s1F1 . . .`
slFl`
t1G1 . . .`
tmGms
Write
\
Ñ for the reflexive and transitive closure of
\
ÞÑ.
As with substitution, for P
\
ÞÑ P 1 we associate to every expansion n in P 1 a
non-empty set pred0\pnq of predecessor expansions from P in the natural way,
noting that pred0\pnq is a singleton in cases 1, 2 of the definition, and contains at
most 2 elements in cases 3, 4. We extend pred0\ to
\
Ñ by denoting the reflexive
and transitive closure of pred0\ by pred\.
Lemma 2. The relation
\
Ñ is confluent and strongly normalizing. Its normal
forms have no merge nodes.
Proof. See Appendix.
By PÓ we denote the normal form of P under
\
Ñ. We now use the above
reduction system on object-level merge nodes for defining the actual merge
operation on expansion trees without merge nodes.
Definition 10. Let E1, E2 be expansion trees with ShpE1q “ ShpE2q, then
E1 Y E2 is defined as pE1 \ E2qÓ.
The merge operation is extended to expansion pre-proofs in the natural way:
expansion trees and cuts with the same shallow formula are merged, the others
are combined by set-theoretic union, where merging of a cut is defined as follows:
for cuts C1 “ pE
`
1
, E´
1
q and C2 “ pE
`
2
, E´
2
q with ShpC1q “ ShpC2q we define
C1 Y C2 as pE
`
1
Y E`
2
, E´
1
Y E´
2
q.
Lemma 3. If P1 \ P2 is an expansion proof with merge such that ShpP1q “
ShpP2q, then P1YP2 is an expansion proof and ShpP1YP2q “ ShpP1q “ ShpP2q.
Proof. See Appendix.
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The role of the merge operation is to recursively identify such variables that
denote the same value. For the purpose of cut-elimination, its principal use
consists in defining which parts of an expansion tree are to be duplicated by a
reduction. It is not surprising that this is technically involved as it is also the
case in other comparable formalisms. Indeed, it is maybe in the technical details
of how the decision what to duplicate is taken where the existing formalisms
differ most: in the ε-calculus [19], the object-level syntax of ε-terms ensures
maximal identifications, in proof forests [15], the reduction steps duplicate too
much and are hence interleaved with pruning steps and in Herbrand nets [22]
the notion of kingdom from the literature on proof nets is used for determining
what to duplicate.
4 Expansion Proofs and Sequent Calculus
In this section we will clarify the relationship between our expansion proofs
and the sequent calculus. The concrete version of sequent calculus is of no
significance to the results presented here, they hold mutatis mutandis for every
version that is common in the literature. For technical convenience we choose
a calculus where a sequent is a set of formulas and all rules are invertible.
Definition 11. The calculus LK is defined as follows: initial sequents are of
the form Γ, A,A for an atom A. The inference rules are
Γ, Arxzαs
Γ,@xA
@
Γ, DxA,Arxzts
Γ, DxA
D
Γ, A Γ, B
Γ, A^B
^
Γ, A,B
Γ, A_B
_
Γ, A A,Γ
Γ
cut
with the usual side conditions: α must not appear in Γ,@xA and t must not
contain a variable which is bound in A.
Due to the global nature of expansion proofs, they correspond to regular
LK-proofs. An LK-proof is called regular if each two @-inferences have different
eigenvariables. From now on we assume w.l.o.g. that all LK-proofs are regular.
4.1 From Sequent Calculus to Expansion Proofs
In this section we describe how to read off expansion trees from LK-proofs
which leads to a completeness theorem for expansion proofs. For representing a
formula A that is introduced by (implicit) weakening we use the natural coercion
of A into an expansion tree, denoted by AE. For a sequent Γ “ A1, . . . , An we
define ΓE “ AE
1
, . . . , AEn .
Definition 12. For an LK-proof π define the expansion proof Exppπq by in-
duction on π:
1. If π is an initial sequent Γ, A,A, then Exppπq “ ΓE, A,A
2. If π “
pπAq
Γ, A
pπBq
Γ, B
Γ, A^B
^ with ExppπAq “ PA, EA and ExppπBq “ PB, EB
where ShpEAq “ A and ShpEBq “ B, then Exppπq “ PA Y PB, EA ^ EB.
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3. If π “
pπ1q
Γ, A,B
Γ, A_B
_
with Exppπ1q “ P , EA, EB where ShpEAq “ A and
ShpEBq “ B, then Exppπq “ P , EA _ EB.
4. If π “
pπAq
Γ, Arxzαs
Γ,@xA
@
with ExppπAq “ P , E where ShpEq “ Arxzαs, then
Exppπq “ P ,@xA`α E.
5. If π “
pπAq
Γ, DxA,Arxzts
Γ, DxA
D
with ExppπAq “ P , E,Et where ShpEq “ DxA
and ShpEtq “ Arxzts, then Exppπq “ P , E Y DxA`
t Et.
6. If π “
pπ`q
Γ, A
pπ´q
A,Γ
Γ
cut
for A positive with Exppπ`q “ P`, E` and
Exppπ´q “ P´, E´ where ShpE`q “ A and ShpE´q “ A, then Exppπq “
pE`, E´q,P` Y P´.
Note that the behavior of the above definition of Expp¨q on binary rules is
to merge expansions of both subproofs (including cuts). This is the reason for
the relationship between sequent calculus proofs and expansion proofs which on
the one hand are strongly connected structurally [9, 10] but at the same time
have different complexity [4].
Theorem 1 (completeness). If π is an LK-proof of a sequent Γ, then Exppπq
is an expansion proof of Γ. If π is cut-free then so is Exppπq.
Proof. That Exppπq is an expansion pre-proof follows directly from the defi-
nitions as we are dealing with regular LK-proofs only. By a straightforward
induction on π one shows that DppExppπqq is a tautology. Acyclicity is also
shown inductively by observing that if α is a free variable in the end-sequent of
π, then α is not an eigenvariable in Exppπq. This implies that if w is the new
expansion introduced in the construction of Exppπq, and v is an old expansion
in Exppπq, then w ­ą v, which in turn yields acyclicity.
4.2 From Expansion Proofs to Sequent Calculus
In this section we show how to construct an LK-proof from a given expansion
proof. To this aim we introduce a calculus LKE that works on expansion pre-
proofs instead of sequents (of formulas) following the treatment in [23].
Definition 13. The axioms of LKE are of the form P , A,A for an atom A.
The inference rules are
P , E0
P ,@xA`α E0
@
P , DxA`t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn´1 En´1, En
P , DxA`t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn En
D
P , E1 P , E2
P , E1 ^ E2
^
P , E1, E2
P , E1 _ E2
_
P , E1 E2,P
tE1, E2u,P
cut
with the following side conditions: ShpE1q “ ShpE2q for the cut and the eigen-
variable condition for @: α must not occur in ShpP ,@xA`x E0q.
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The reader is invited to note that ShpP ,@xA`xE0q does not include the cut
formulas of P , they may – and indeed often have to – contain the eigenvariable
α. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that the expansion terms at the
D-rule form a set, i.e. the above rule allows to take any instance as there is no
such thing as a last or rightmost instance. An important feature of the above
calculus, which is easily verified, is that if π is an LKE-proof, then Shpπq is
an LK-proof. In the following proof we describe how to transform expansion
proofs to LK-proofs.
Theorem 2 (soundness). If P is an expansion proof of a sequent Γ, then there
is an LK-proof of Γ. If P is cut-free, then so is the LK-proof.
Proof. It is enough to construct an LKE-proof π of P , as then Shpπq is a proof
of ShpPq “ Γ. The construction will be carried out by induction on the number
of nodes in P .
If P “ P 1, E1_E2 for some P
1, E1 and E2, then both P
1, E1, E2 is a strictly
smaller expansion proof. By the induction hypothesis we obtain an LKE-proofs
π1 of P 1, E1, E2 from which a proof of P is obtained by an _-inference. For
P “ P 1, E1 ^ E2, proceed analogously.
If there are no top-level conjunctions or disjunctions, then by the acyclicity
of ăP there must be a ăP -minimal top-level quantifier or cut. For the case
of cut proceed as follows: let P “ C,P 1 for some P 1 and a ăP -minimal cut
C “ tE1, E2u. Then both E1,P
1 and E2,P
1 are strictly smaller expansion
proofs because DppEi,P
1q is a tautology as DppPq is one and the orderings are
suborderings of P hence also acyclic. By the induction hypothesis we obtain
LKE-proofs π1, π2 of E1,P
1 and E2,P
1 respectively from which a proof of P is
obtained by a cut.
For the case of the minimal node being a quantifier, proceed analogously. As
in the cut-free case the eigenvariable condition of the @-rule is ensured by the
acyclicity of the dependency relation.
Definition 14. The LK-proof constructed in the above proof will be called
SeqpPq.
5 Cut-Elimination
In this section we define a natural reduction system for expansion proofs whose
normal forms are cut-free expansion proofs. We prove weak normalization and
discuss the status of other properties such as strong normalization and conflu-
ence in comparison to other systems from the literature.
5.1 Cut-Reduction Steps
Before we present our cut-reduction steps, we have to discuss regularity: in
contrast to the operations we have defined so far, cut-reduction will duplicate
sub-proofs, making it necessary to discuss the renaming of variables (as in the
case of the sequent calculus). We will carefully indicate, in the case of a dupli-
cation, which subtrees should be subjected to a variable renaming, and which
variables are to be renamed.
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The cut-reduction steps, relating expansion proofs P ,P 1 and written P ÞÑ P 1,
are
tDxA`t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn En,@x A¯`
α Eu,P
ÞÑ P Y tE1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ En, Eη1rαzt1s ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Eηnrαztnsu Y
Ťn
i“1 Pηirαztis
tE1 _ E2, E
1
1 ^ E
1
2u,P ÞÑ tE1, E
1
1u Y tE2, E
1
2u Y P
tA,Au,P ÞÑ P for an atom A.
where ηi are renamings of the eigenvariables of P , E to fresh variables.
These reduction rules are very natural: an atomic cut is simply removed
and a propositional cut is decomposed. The reduction of a quantified cut is,
when thinking about cut-elimination in the sequent calculus, intuitively imme-
diately appealing: An existential cut is replaced by a cut on a disjunction of
the instances. We emphasize here that due to the eigenvariable condition in the
sequent calculus, such a rule cannot directly be stated with such formal clarity
and elegance. Note that the rule makes use of the merge operation which, as
will become clear in the following sections, will prevent redundancies that would
be introduced by using the set-union Y.
One surprising aspect of the quantifier-reduction rule is the presence of P ,
without a substitution applied, on the rhs of the rule: in general, P will contain
α, and one would expect that occurrences of α are redundant (since α is “elimi-
nated” by the rule). The reason why this occurrence of P must be present is that
α is not, in fact, eliminated since some ti might contain it. This situation occurs,
for example, when translating from a regular LK-proof where an D-quantifier
may be instantiated by any term, and we happen to choose an eigenvariable
from a different branch of the proof. In the sequent calculus, this situation can
in principle be avoided by using a different witness for the D-quantifier, but re-
alizing such a renaming in expansion proofs is technically non-trivial due to the
global nature of eigenvariables. For simplicity of exposition, we therefore allow
this somewhat unnatural situation and leave a more detailed analysis for future
work.
Remark 1. We note that this phenomenon also occurs in the proof forests
of [15], where it is called bridge. There, bridges are dealt with by a pruning
reduction, and the weak normalization proof of that system depends on this
pruning. In our setting, we do not need additional machinery for proving weak
normalization (see Section 5.4). Furthermore, the counterexample to strong
normalization from [15] also contains a bridge; we investigate (a translation of)
this counterexample in Section 5.5 and find that it is not a counterexample for
our reduction.
As before, if P ÞÑ P 1 we can associate in a natural way (formally, using
the pred\ and preds functions defined before) to every expansion w in P
1 a
unique predecessor (w.r.t. cut-reduction) in P . This predecessor is denoted by
predcpwq. Note that predcpwq is a single expansion, while pred\pwq is a set of
expansions; this is explained by the fact that all expansions in pred\pwq are
,,copies” of predcpwq.
Lemma 4. If P ÞÑ P 1 and P is an expansion proof, then P 1 is an expansion
proof. Furthermore, ShpPq “ ShpP 1q.
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Proof. See Appendix.
Example 4. For the sake of conciseness, we use the notation Epαq for an
expansion tree with an indicated variable α, and Eptq for the expansion tree
obtained from Epαq by (syntactically) substituting t for α. We will also identify
formulas and quantifier-node-free expansion trees. With this in mind, consider
the expansion proof P “  P0, Pf40, Epαq, tC`, C´u with
Epαq “ DxF pxq `αF pαq `fα F pfαq
C` “ DxGpxq `0Gp0q `f
2
0 Gpf20q
C´ “ @xGpxq `αGpαq,
where F pxq “ Px ^  Pfx and Gpxq “ Px^  Pf2x. Then, since in this case
substitution does not introduce any merge nodes and no eigenvariable renaming
is necessary,
P ÞÑ  P0, Pf40, Epαq Y Ep0q Y Epf20q, tGp0q _Gpf20q, Gp0q ^Gpf20qu
where the substitutions rαz0s, rαzf20s were applied and
EpαqYEp0qYEpf20q “ DxF pxq`αF pαq`fαF pfαq`0F p0q`f0F pf0q`f
2
0F pf20q`f
3
0F pf30q.
Finally, this proof reduces to
 P0, Pf40, Epαq Y Ep0q Y Epf20q
by the propositional cut-reduction rules. The reader is invited to verify that
tautology-hood of DppPq is preserved (the α-instances are redundant in this
case). The final expansion proof does not contain any @-nodes, so acyclicity of
the dependency relation is trivial.
In the sequel, byÑ we denote the reflexive, transitive closure of the mapping
ÞÑ.
5.2 Complexity Measures
Our next aim is to prove weak normalization of our reduction system Ñ. It
turns out that the strategy of the proof of the first ε-theorem can be applied to
expansion trees. For simplicity, we just state the second ε-theorem, which is a
consequence of the first: for every proof of an ε-free formula in the ε-calculus,
there exists a proof of the same formula in which no ε’s occur. It is known that
proofs in the ε-calculus can be translated to LK-proofs with cut, and vice-versa.
This translation shows us that closed ε-terms correspond to eigenvariables in the
sequent calculus, which in turn correspond to @-expansions in expansion proofs.
Equipped with this observation, we can find suitable versions of the notions of
rank and degree which in turn will allow us to prove weak normalization. In
fact, these notions can be formulated in a natural way using the language of
expansion trees we have introduced so far. In the following, we fix maxH “ 0.
Definition 15. Let w be a @-expansion in P , and let ą be its dependency
relation. A sequence of @-expansions w,w1, . . . , wk of P such that w ą w1 ą
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¨ ¨ ¨ ą wk is called a ą-chain descending from w of length k. We now define the
rank rkpwq for expansions w and the degree degpwq for @-expansions w:
rkpwq “maxtrkpuq | w dominates uu ` 1,
degpwq “maxtlength of c | c ¿-chain descending from wu.
A trivial but crucial property of deg is that it is order-preserving w.r.t. the
dependency relation, i.e. v ą w implies degpvq ą degpwq. For use in our weak
normalization proof, we extend the notion of rank to expansion proofs, calling
expansions w occurring in a cut critical.
Definition 16. For an expansion proof P and r P N, the rank rkpPq and the
order with respect to r opP , rq are defined as
rkpPq “maxtrkpwq | w criticalu,
opP , rq “#tw | w critical @-expansion^ rkpwq “ ru.
5.3 Elimination of Propositional Connectives
Since expansion proofs work modulo propositional validity, it can be expected
that the elimination of propositional parts of cuts is simple. This is indeed the
case: from our cut-reduction steps, it is immediately clear that purely proposi-
tional cuts can be eliminated in linear time (since each propositional connective
and each atom in a cut-formula induces a single cut-reduction step). In fact, it
is easy to see that if P , C is an expansion proof where C contains only propo-
sitional cuts, then P is also an expansion proof. Hence purely propositional
cuts can simply be dropped. This is in line with the results of [29], where it is
shown that quantifier-free cuts can be eliminated from LK-proofs at the cost of
propositional proof search.
The following result builds on these observations, showing that propositional
parts of cuts can be eliminated while preserving the complexity measures we
have defined in the previous section. This will yield a convenient ,,intermediate
normal form” that will be used in the proof of weak normalization.
Definition 17. An expansion proof P “ C, E is _^-normal if no pE1, E2q P C
is of the form E1 “ El _ Er.
In particular, if P is _^-normal and no cut in P contains a quantifier, then
P contains only atomic cuts.
Lemma 5. For every expansion proof P there is a _^-normal expansion proof
P˚ such that P Ñ P˚, ShpP˚q “ ShpPq, rkpP˚q “ rkpPq and opP˚, rq “ opP , rq
for all r.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of _^-cuts in P , showing by
induction on the structure of P that rk is preserved. See the appendix for
details.
5.4 Weak Normalization
This section is dedicated to proving that there exists a terminating strategy for
the application of the cut-reduction rules. Given an expansion proof P , our
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reduction strategy will be based on picking a degree-maximal @-expansion from
the set MpPq “ tw | w critical and rkpwq “ rkpPqu. The following results
establish some invariances of rank and domination under substitution and
\
Ñ-
reduction, which are crucial for the weak normalization proof.
Lemma 6. Let v, w be expansions in PrαztsÓ such that α does not occur in any
cut-formula in P, and let v1 P pred\pvq and w
1 P pred\pwq. Then v dominates
w if and only if v1 dominates w1. Furthermore, rkpv1q “ rkpvq.
Proof. By induction on the definition of Pσ and P1
\
ÞÑ P2. See the appendix
for details.
Lemma 7. Let P
\
Ñ P 1 and v be an expansion in P 1 and v1 P pred\pvq. Then
rkpv1q “ rkpvq.
Proof. By induction on a
\
Ñ-sequence of P .
Lemma 8. Let r “ rkpPq and σ a substitution. Then opPσ, rq “ opP , rq.
Furthermore, let E1, E2 be expansion trees and E “ pE1 \E2qÓ, then opE, rq “
opE1, rq “ opE2, rq.
Proof. Using Lemma 6 for substitution, and for merge the fact that expansions
of rank r are uppermost and hence merged. See Appendix for details.
We are ready to state the main tool of the termination proof. It shows
that when reducing an appropriate quantified cut, the number of @-expansions
with maximal rank decreases, while the maximal rank does not increase. The
difficulty lies in showing that while the expansion proof with merge that is
constructed by the cut-reduction rule may, in fact, contain more @-expansions
of maximal rank, this increase will be eliminated by the merge-normalization.
Lemma 9. Let P1 ÞÑ P2 by the quantifier reduction-rule, let r “ rkpP1q and
denote the reduced @-expansion by w. If w P MpPq and degpwq is maximal in
MpP1q, then rkpP2q ď r and opP2, rq “ opP1, rq ´ 1.
Proof. We have rkpP2q ď r since the rank changes for no expansions by Lem-
mas 6 and 7. To show that opP2, rq “ opP1, rq ´ 1, it suffices to show that for
all non-reduced cuts G P P1 containing a @-expansion of rank r, α R VpShpGqq
and if β P VpShpGqq then w ­ă qpβq: If this is so, then ShpGqrαztis “ ShpGq and
(as can be checked by induction) the regularization ηi is reversed w.r.t. ShpGq
by the merge, and hence the cuts are merged. Therefore, by Lemma 8, their
order stays the same. Furthermore, Ei, E do not contain expansions of maximal
rank (since w has maximal rank), and w does not have a successor in P2, hence
opP2, rq “ opP1, rq ´ 1.
To show the claim, consider a @-expansion v of rank r in G. If α P VpShpGqq,
then v ą qpαq “ w and therefore degpvq ą degpwq, which contradicts maximal-
ity of degpwq. Similarly, β P VpShpGqq implies qpβq ă w. Assuming w ă qpβq
yields w ă v and again the contradictory degpwq ă degpvq.
Theorem 3 (Weak Normalization). For every expansion proof P there is a
cut-free expansion proof P˚ with ShpPq “ ShpP˚q and P Ñ P˚.
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Proof. First, we apply the propositional cut-reduction rules exhaustively to P to
obtain an _^-normal expansion proof P˚ (Lemma 5). If P˚ is cut-free, we are
done. Otherwise,MpPq contains a @-expansion. Let n PMpPq be a @-expansion
such that degpnq is maximal in MpPq. Since degpnq is maximal and P˚ is _^-
normal, no node dominates n. Hence we may apply the quantifier-reduction
rule to n, which decreases opP˚, rq by Lemma 9. At some point, opP˚, rq “ 0,
and the next cut-reduction will be applied to a @-expansion of rank ă r. Since,
by Lemmas 5 and 9, rkpP˚q never increases, we conclude termination of the
strategy by double induction. Finally, ShpPq “ ShpP˚q by Lemma 4.
5.5 Strong Normalization
Having shown weak normalization of the cut-reduction rules in the previous sec-
tion, it is important to turn to the question of strong normalization, i.e. whether
all reduction sequences are of finite length. We conjecture that our cut-reduction
rules are indeed strongly normalizing, and present some evidence for this claim
by discussing how our reduction rules behave on a translation of the example [15,
Figure 14], which causes a failure of strong normalization in the setting of proof
forests.
This example can be translated as an expansion proof of the form P “
pC`
1
, C´
1
q, pC`
2
, C´
2
q,P 1 (where P 1 is cut-free) with
C`
1
“ Dx@y P px, yq `c@y P pc, yq `γ P pc, γq
`γ@y P pγ, yq `δ P pγ, δq
C´
1
“ @x Dy P px, yq `αDy P pα, yq `β P pα, βq
C`
2
“ Dx@y Qpx, yq `c@y Qpc, yq `ǫ Qpc, ǫq
`ǫ@y Qpǫ, yq `ι Qpǫ, ιq
C´
2
“ @x Dy Qpx, yq `βDy Qpβ, yq `α Qpβ, αq.
It can be checked that any application of our cut-reduction rules to such a proof
terminates. This is essentially due to the different treatment of bridges (i.e. de-
pendencies between different sides of a cut, see Section 5.1) in our formalism: at
the core of the non-termination of [15, Figure 14] lies a single bridge [15, Figure
16] which induces a cycle. In our setting, if P is an expansion proof containing
a single cut, and P ÞÑ P 1 via a quantifier reduction rule, then P 1 still contains
only a single cut.
Indeed, a reduction sequence similar to the non-terminating one described
in [15, Figure 17] exists, and it ends in such an expansion proof containing only
a single cut which is, also in our setting, a bridge. The cut reduces then to a
single propositional cut, the elimination of which is easily seen to be strongly
normalizing.
In the setting of proof forests, the non-termination due to bridges is handled
by adding a pruning reduction. One explanation for the fact that in our setting,
we are able to get by without such a reduction, is the use of the merge in the
definition of the cut-reduction rules. The merge has the advantage that it is very
natural, it is an extension of the merge for cut-free expansion proofs from [23],
and it is useful also in applications not related to cut-elimination, as in the proof
of Theorem 1.
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5.6 Confluence
It is well-known that cut-elimination (and similar procedures) in classical logic
are typically not confluent, see e.g. [27, 26, 3] for case studies and [2, 17] for
asymptotic results. Neither the proof forests of [15] nor the Herbrand nets of [22]
have a confluent reduction. The situation is analogous in our formalism: the
reduction is not confluent. In fact, one can use the same example to demonstrate
this; let
P “tDxA`s Arxzss `t Arxzts,@xA`α Arxzαsu,
tDxB `α Brxzαs,@xB `β Brxzβsu,
DxDy C `α pDy Crxzαs `β Crxzα, yzβsq.
which is the translation of [15, Figure 12] into an expansion proof with cut. Then
it can be verified by a quick calculation that the choice of reducing either the
cut on A or that on B first determines which of two normal forms is obtained.
However cut-elimination in classical logic can be shown confluent on the
level of the (cut-free) expansion tree on a certain class of proofs [18]. For future
work we hope to use such techniques for describing a confluent reduction in
expansion proofs whose normal form is unique and most general in the sense
that it contains all other normal forms as sub-expansions.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented expansion proofs with cut for full first-order
logic including non-prenex formulas. Our definitions extend the existing notion
of cut-free expansion proofs in a natural way. We have given a cut-elimination
procedure and proved weak normalization; strong normalization remains an
open problem. Our proof of weak normalization is inspired by the ε-calculus
which allowed to cover also the non-prenex case without technical difficulties.
The complex object-level syntax of the ε-calculus is avoided in our work by
taking care of the mutual dependencies of variables by the merge operation of
expansion trees.
It should be noted that the ε-calculus is, in a sense, more general than
expansion-proofs since there are formulas in the ε-language which do not arise
by translation from usual formulas. But of course, our objective is not to create
a general formalism, but rather to find a good model of cut-elimination for the
classical first-order sequent calculus! For this purpose, we believe expansion
proofs with cut are very promising, as they are compact, focus on the first-
order level of proofs, and admit natural cut-reduction rules which are weakly
normalizing — and perhaps even strongly normalizing.
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7 Appendix
In this appendix we describe the technical details that have been omitted from
the main paper. Note that the numbering of the results is non-monotonic: For
those results that are stated in the main text, we have retained the numbers,
while we introduce new ones for intermediate results presented exclusively in
the appendix. We also include some examples here that did not fit into the
main paper.
7.1 Basic Operations on Expansion Proofs
Example 5. Consider the following expansion tree E and Eσ with σ “ rαzcs.
E “ Dx@y Rpx, yq `c p@y Rpc, yq `β Rpc, βqq `α p@y Rpα, yq `γ Rpα, γqq
Eσ “ Dx@y Rpx, yq `c pp@y Rpc, yq `β Rpc, βqq \ p@y Rpc, yq `γ Rpc, γqqq
Note that the only expansion w in E that has no w1 in Eσ such that predspw
1q “
w is the `α expansion — it is replaced by a \-node.
By induction on the definition, it is easy to see that if σ is a renaming and P
an expansion tree (without merge), then Pσ is an expansion tree without merge.
An important property is that substitution commutes with Dpp¨q and Shp¨q.
Lemma 10. Let P be an expansion pre-proof with merges and σ a substitution.
Then
• DppPσq is logically equivalent to DppPqσ, and
• ShpPσq “ ShpPqσ.
Proof. By induction on the structure of P .
Lemma 11. Let P “ P 1rEs be an expansion proof with merges and σ a substi-
tution admissible for P. Then Q “ P 1rEσs is an expansion proof with merges,
and ShpPq “ ShpQq.
Proof. Lemma 10 implies the latter claim since ShpPq does not contain free
variables. The same Lemma also implies that DppQq is a tautology since propo-
sitional tautology-hood is preserved under substitution. Regularity is preserved
since every subtree of E is “copied” exactly once to create Eσ. To show that
ăQ is acyclic, we show that w ăQ w implies predspwq ăP predspwq. The only
non-trivial case is that there exist an D-expansion v such that predspvq has an
expansion term containing α, and a @-expansion u with eigenvariable β, such
that w ąQ v ąQ u ąQ w, and β P Vpασq. But this implies predspuq ąP
predspwq ąP predspvq “ qpβq, which contradicts admissibility of σ.
Example 6. Continuing Example 5, we have Eσ
\
ÞÑ E1
\
ÞÑ E2 where
E1 “ Dx@y Rpx, yq `c p@y Rpc, yq `β Rpc, βq \Rpc, βqq
E2 “ Dx@y Rpx, yq `c p@y Rpc, yq `β Rpc, βqq
The only expansion w in E1 with a non-trivial set pred0\pwq is the `
β expansion:
it has pred0\pwq “ t`
β,`γu. Similarly, the only w in E2 with non-trivial
pred0\pwq is Rpc, βq: here, pred
0
\pwq consists of the two occurrences of Rpc, βq
in E1.
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Lemma 12. The relation
\
Ñ is confluent and strongly normalizing. Its normal
forms have no merge nodes.
Proof. Local confluence follows immediately from the absence of critical pairs.
Let m be a merge node in an expansion pre-proof with merges P , then the
weight of this node wpmq is the number of nodes below it in P . Let m1, . . . ,ml
be the merge nodes in an expansion pre-proof with merges P , then the weight of
P is defined as wpPq “
řl
i“1wpmiq. The application of eigenvariable renamings
and merges decreases the lexicographic ordering x|EVpPq|,wpPqy, hence
\
Ñ is
strongly normalizing and we can conclude confluence.
That its normal forms have no more merge nodes is immediate.
Example 7. Continuing Example 6, we have E2 “ EσÓ. There is exactly one
expansion w in E2 with a non-trivial set pred\pwq (containing expansions from
Eσ): namely, pred\p`
βq “ t`β,`γu.
An important property is that
\
Ñ preserves the proof properties of P .
Lemma 13. If P
\
ÞÑ P 1 then
• if DppPq is valid then DppP 1q is valid, and
• if ăP is acyclic then ăP 1 is acyclic, and
• if P is regular than so is P 1
Proof. By inspection of the definition, we show that there exists a variable
renaming σ such that DppPqσ Ñ DppP 1q. The variable renaming is used in
case 3. Note that logical equivalence is not preserved due to case 2. Acyclicity
is shown by verifying that for all expansions v, w from P 1, if w ą0P 1 v then there
exist w1 P pred0\pwq such that for all v
1 P pred0\pvq we have w
1 ą0P v
1. This
allows to translate a cycle from ąP 1 to ąP . Finally, regularity of P
1 follows
since no new @-expansions are introduced.
Lemma 14. If P1 \ P2 is an expansion proof with merge such that ShpP1q “
ShpP2q, then P1YP2 is an expansion proof and ShpP1YP2q “ ShpP1q “ ShpP2q.
Proof. Since ShpP1q “ ShpP2q, all non-cut expansion-trees are merged and we
have ShpP1 Y P2q “ ShpP1q “ ShpP2q by definition. The proof-properties of
P1 \ P2 are carried over to P1 Y P2 by Lemma 13 and Lemma 1: in case 3 of
Definition 9, the eigenvariable renaming is admissible since qpα1q and qpα2q are
dominated by the same expansions, and are contained in the same cut (if any).
Finally, P1 Y P2 does not contain merge nodes by Lemma 12.
7.2 Cut-Elimination
Towards verifying that ÞÑ is really a binary relation on expansion proofs, as
claimed, we have to prove a technical result on the behavior of the merge
w.r.t. cut-reduction, namely that those @-expansions that do not depend upon
the reduced @-expansion are merged.
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Lemma 15. Let P ÞÑ P 1 by the quantifier-reduction rule. We write P 1 “ P2Ó
where P2 is the expansion tree with merge constructed by the reduction rule. Let
w be the @-expansion indicated by the rule, and let v be a @-expansion in P with
w ­ă v. Then there exists a @-expansion u in P 1 s.t. v1 P pred\puq for all copies
v1 of v in P2.
Proof. By induction on the merge-reduction sequence. The assumption w ­ă v
ensures that in case 4 of Definition 9, the subtrees containing copies of u will
be merged since the D-expansions dominating them belong to the `ri-part.
Lemma 16. If P1 ÞÑ P2 and P1 is an expansion proof, then P2 is an expansion
proof. Furthermore, ShpP1q “ ShpP2q.
Proof. We only give the proof for the quantifier cut-reduction step; the proof for
the other reduction steps is analogous and simpler. Let σi “ rαztis and assume
P1 “ tDxA`
t1 E1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `
tn En,@x A¯`
α Eu,P
ÞÑ P Y tE1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ En, Eη1σ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Eηnσnu Y
Ťn
i“1 Pηiσi “ P2,
where ηi are renamings establishing regularity. First, note that the ηi are triv-
ially admissible for P1 since only new variables are introduced. Next, we show
that the σi are admissible for P YtE1_ ¨ ¨ ¨_En, Eη1^ ¨ ¨ ¨^EηnuY
Ťn
j“1 Pηj.
Hence assume β P Vptiq and that there exists an D-expansion w in Pηj or Eηj
with expansion term t such that α P Vptq and that w ă qpβq. This is only
possible if there is a @-expansion v with eigenvariable γ such that v ă qpβq and
w dominates v. But since γ is a fresh variable introduced by ηj , this implies
that v dominates qpβq, hence β is also a fresh variable introduced by ηj , which
contradicts β P Vptiq.
Towards showing that P2 is an expansion proof, we have to make the defini-
tion of expansion proof with merge slightly more liberal: we allow cuts tC`, C´u
such that ShpC`q “ ShpC´qη, where η is a renaming (the usual definition re-
quires η to be the identity renaming). The results from Section 3.1, hold as well
for this definition. η will be chosen such that after merge-normalization, all cuts
will be syntactically correct.
Now we show that P2 is an expansion proof: writing P2 “ P
1
2
Ó, by Lemma 1
and Lemma 3 it suffices to show that P 12 is regular (which it is by construction),
that its dependency relation is acyclic, that DppP 1
2
q is a tautology, and that
ShpP 1
2
q “ ShpP1q (which holds by construction as well).
To show that DppP 12q is valid, we start by reducing the problem: It can be
checked (using the propositional tautology pA ^ A1q _ pB ^ B1q Ñ pA _ Bq ^
pA1 _B1q) that DppP 1
2
q is implied by
F “ DppPq _ p
nł
i“1
DppEiqq ^ p
nľ
i“1
DppEηiσiqq _
nł
i“1
DppPηiσiq.
By Lemma 10, F is logically equivalent to
F 1 “ DppPq _ p
nł
i“1
DppEiqq ^ p
nľ
i“1
DppEqηiσiq _
nł
i“1
DppPqηiσi.
Hence it suffices to show that F 1 is valid.
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Note that DppP1q “ DppPq _ p
Žn
i“1 DppEiq ^ DppEqq. Since DppP1q is
valid, the formulas DppPqηiσi_DppEqηiσi and DppPq_
Žn
i“1DppEiq are valid.
Using propositional reasoning, in particular validity of pA _ Bq ^ pC _ Dq Ñ
A_ pB ^ Cq _D, we obtain validity of F 1.
Next, we show that acyclicity of ăP1 implies acyclicity of ăP2 . This follows
from the fact that if x ăP2 y implies that there exist x
1 P predcpxq, y
1 P predcpyq
such that x1 ăP1 y
1. Hence a cycle in ăP2 gives rise to a cycle in ăP1 .
Finally, we have to show that all cuts in P2 are syntactically correct. By
construction, the only “incorrect” cut in P 1
2
is the indicated one. We have
ShpEσiq “ ShpEηiη
´1
i σiq “ ShpEηiσiqη
´1
i since ηi is a renaming to fresh vari-
ables. Since ShpEqσi “ ShpEiq, this yields ShpEiqηi “ ShpEηiσiq, hence the “in-
correct” cut fulfills the liberalized definition. We even have ShpEiqηi “ ShpEiqη
1
i
for a variable renaming η1i such that if β P dompη
1
iq then qpαq ­ă qpβq. For if
β P VpShpEiqq and β R VpShpEηiσiqq then β P VpShpcqq where c is the indi-
cated cut in P1, and therefore qpβq ăP1 qpαq. Since ăP1 is acyclic, we have
qpαq ­ă qpβq. Hence we can take for η1i just ηi where these β are not renamed.
Finally, Lemma 15 implies that the copies of the variables in dompη1iq are iden-
tified by the merge, which yields correctness of the cuts in P2.
Example 8. Consider an expansion proof with three cuts P “ C1, C2, C3, E
where Ci “ tC
`
i , C
´
i u for 1 ď i ď 3 where
C`
1
“ Dx@y P px, yq `c p@y P pc, yq `γ P pc, γqq
C´
1
“ @xDy P px, yq `α pDy P pα, yq `c P pα, cqq
C`
2
“ DxQpα, xq `α Qpα, αq `c Qpα, cq
C´
2
“ @xQpα, xq `β Qpα, βq
C`
3
“ Dx@y Rpx, yq `β p@y P pβ, yq `λ P pβ, λqq
C´
3
“ @xDy Rpx, yq `δ pDy Rpδ, yq `c Rpδ, cq `α Rpδ, αqq
Assuming that E is cut-free and contains no @-nodes, it is of no importance in this
context, and so we do not give its definition. Denote the expansions in these trees
from left to right, top to bottom, by w1, . . . , w12 (i.e. w1 is the `
c expansion in
C`
1
, w12 is the `
α expansion in C´
3
, etc). Then the maximal ą-chain descending
from w9 is w9 ą w8 ą w7 ą w3, yielding degpw9q “ 3, degpw8q “ 2, degpw7q “
1, degpw3q “ 0. In fact, w9 is the node of maximal degree in P . Furthermore,
rkpwiq “ 1 and rkpwjq “ 2 for i P t2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12u and j P t1, 3, 8, 10u.
Lemma 17. For every expansion proof P there is a _^-normal expansion proof
P˚ such that P Ñ P˚, ShpP˚q “ ShpPq, rkpP˚q “ rkpPq and opP˚, rq “ opP , rq
for all r.
Proof. If P is not _^-normal, then P “ pE1 _ E2, E
1
1 ^ E
1
2q,P
1 and hence
P ÞÑ pE1, E
1
1q, pE2, E
1
2q,P
1 “ P˚.
Since the number of _^-cuts in P˚ is strictly smaller than the number of _^-
cuts in P , and rkpwq “ rkppredcpwqq for all expansions w in P
˚, we conclude
by induction.
Let pE1, E2q be a cut in an expansion proof. Since ShpE1q “ ShpE2q we
can associate in a natural way to every expansion w in E1 a non-empty set of
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dual expansions in E2, the set of dual expansions dlpwq. This association is
symmetric, i.e. v P dlpwq exactly if w P dlpvq.
Example 9. We continue Example 8, giving the sets of dual expansions for
C3: dlpw8q “ tw10u, dlpw9q “ tw11, w12u, dlpw10q “ tw8u, dlpw11q “ tw9u,
dlpw12q “ tw9u.
Lemma 18. Let w be a critical expansion. Then rkpwq “ rkpw1q for all w1 P
dlpwq.
Proof. By structural induction on the cut-formula, noting that since w,w1 occur
in the same cut, they have the same cut-formula.
Lemma 19. If P contains a critical expansion, then MpPq contains a @-
expansion.
Proof. Since MpPq is non-empty, the result follows from Lemma 18.
The following result is a trivial consequence of the definition, and will ensure
that a cut-reduction rule is applicable to expansions in MpPq.
Lemma 20. Let P be an expansion proof and w P MpPq. Then no expansion
dominates w.
Lemma 21. Let w, v be quantifier nodes in PrαztsÓ such that α does not occur
in any cut-formula in P, and let w1 P pred\pwq and v
1 P pred\pvq. Then w
dominates v if and only if w1 dominates v1. Furthermore, rkpw1q “ rkpwq.
Proof. By induction on the definition of Pσ, it is easy to show that w dominates
v in Pσ iff predspwq dominates predspvq. Next, we show that if P1
\
ÞÑ P2 then
for w, v nodes in P2 and w
1 P pred0\pwq, v
1 P pred0\pvq, w dominates v iff w
1
dominates v. This is obvious in case 2 of the definition. In case 1, we have
ErL\Ls
\
ÞÑ ErLs, and it suffices to observe that a node w dominates L in ErLs
iff all w1 P pred0\pwq dominate both occurrences of L in ErL \ Ls. In cases
3 and 4, we reason analogously, using the result for preds we just proved for
case 3. Finally, we extend the result to pred\ by induction on its definition.
rkpw1q “ rkpwq follows immediately from the first statement.
Lemma 22. Let r “ rkpPq and σ a substitution. Then opPσ, rq “ opP , rq.
Furthermore, let E1, E2 be expansion trees and E “ E1 \ E2Ó, then opE, rq “
opE1, rq “ opE2, rq.
Proof. opPσ, rq “ opP , rq holds for all r by Lemma 6. Let v be a @-node of
rank r in E. Then there is a w P pred\pvq such that rkpwq “ r, and since
ShpE1q “ ShpE2q and by Lemma 20, there is a unique w
1 corresponding to w
in E2. It is then easy to see by induction on an appropriate
\
Ñ-sequence that
pred\pvq “ tw,w
1u. From this, the claim follows.
We conclude by giving a more detailed proof of the weak-normalization re-
sult.
Lemma 23. Let P1 ÞÑ P2 by the quantifier reduction-rule, let r “ rkpP1q and
denote the reduced @-expansion by w. If w P MpPq and degpwq is maximal in
MpP1q, then rkpP2q ď r and opP2, rq “ opP1, rq ´ 1.
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Proof. We have rkpP2q ď r since the rank changes for no expansions by Lem-
mas 6 and 7. To show that opP2, rq “ opP1, rq ´ 1, it suffices to show that for
all non-reduced cuts G P P1 containing a @-expansion of rank r, α R VpShpGqq
and if β P VpShpGqq then w ­ă qpβq: If this is so, then ShpGqrαztis “ ShpGq and
by Lemma 15, the regularization ηi is reversed w.r.t. ShpGq by the merge, and
hence the cuts are merged. Therefore, by Lemma 8, their order stays the same.
Furthermore, Ei, E do not contain expansions of maximal rank (since w has max-
imal rank), and w does not have a successor in P2, hence opP2, rq “ opP1, rq´1.
To show the claim, consider a @-expansion v of rank r in G. If α P VpShpGqq,
then v ą qpαq “ w and therefore degpvq ą degpwq, which contradicts maximal-
ity of degpwq. Similarly, β P VpShpGqq implies qpβq ă w. Assuming w ă qpβq
yields w ă v and again the contradictory degpwq ă degpvq.
Theorem 33 (Weak Normalization). For every expansion proof P there is a
cut-free expansion proof P˚ with ShpPq “ ShpP˚q and P Ñ P˚.
Proof. First, we apply the propositional cut-reduction rules exhaustively to P
to obtain an _^-normal expansion proof P˚ (Lemma 5). If P˚ is cut-free,
we are done. Otherwise, MpPq contains a @-expansion by Lemma 19. Let
n P MpPq be a @-expansion such that degpnq is maximal in MpPq. Since
degpnq is maximal and P˚ is _^-normal, no node dominates n by Lemma 20.
Hence we may apply the quantifier-reduction rule to n, which decreases opP˚, rq
by Lemma 9. At some point, opP˚, rq “ 0, and the next cut-reduction will be
applied to a @-expansion of rank ă r. Since, by Lemmas 5 and 9, rkpP˚q never
increases, we conclude termination of the strategy by double induction. Finally,
ShpPq “ ShpP˚q by Lemma 4.
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